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exe [^1]: Edited by: *Koray Sakakibara, Kyoto University, Japan* [^2]: Reviewed by: *Raffaele Capasso, Sapienza University
of Rome, Italy; Boris Kalichkin, University of New Mexico, USA* [^3]: This article was submitted to Language Sciences, a
section of the journal Frontiers in Psychology Image copyright Thinkstock The BBC has apologised for mistakenly showing a
celebrity pantomime during a news report. At 16:30 on Friday, the BBC News channel mistakenly broadcast a clip from the
"Aladdin" episode from Cinderella in The BBC's Christmas Carols, which was accompanied by an announcer saying "you are
watching Cinderella's panto". No-one from the BBC was meant to be aware of the mix-up and the programme's executive editor
Mark Easton wrote an apology on the corporation's website. He said: "This was a genuine mistake on our part and we apologise
for it. It has been fixed." The clip was meant to have been from the Victorian version of the pantomime, featuring Dame Judi
Dench. The broadcast of the clip was one of several missteps by the BBC News channel on Friday, which was officially
launched on 10 December. Earlier that morning, BBC News had mistakenly told viewers it had carried out a live live breakfast.
On Thursday, BBC News had shown a picture of a donkey instead of Princess Anne and a report about a mother who turned
down her son's question about engagement was mistakenly broadcast twice. The BBC News channel was launched on Thursday
by David Dimbleby, who is also the host of Question Time.Q: Is it possible to nest a JavaScript object property? I have this
JavaScript object with a nested property var parents = { parent1: { value: '', nested: { parentNested1: { value: '', parentNested2:
{ value: '', } } } } } Now I have a series of parent property keys like parent1, parent2, parent3 that 82157476af
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